Supplemental Instruction (SI) at WCC

“The SI Program is so helpful! I go to every SI [session] to get a better understanding of the material. It was great!”

What other students say about SI...

-- “[The SI Leader] knows the professor – his expectations, teaching style, the subject. She worked as hard as the students! (Maybe harder – she had to be accurate)”

-- “Without [SI] I don’t know how I would have done it”

-- “[The SI Leader] was very informative and helped me understand things that I couldn’t during class.”

What is SI?

• A series of weekly review sessions facilitated by an SI Leader that is open to all students

What is an SI Leader?

• A student who has taken the course previously and has been recommended by the instructor. The SI Leader attends all class lectures, is familiar with the course content, and knows what it takes to succeed in the class

Does it work?

• Yes! National data shows that on average, students who attend SI receive a half to full letter grade higher than the average of those who do not.

For more information on the SI Program contact:
Loea Akiona
Supplemental Instruction Coordinator
235-7495
loea@hawaii.edu